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In recent years ,the tendency of public administration is  
multi-cooperation ,transparency and efficiency .Public information disclosure no 
longer adapts the development of democracy and economy .At the same time ,the 
research and application of big data calls for more open data ,which mostly comes 
from the government .Under the new situation ,our new government is promoting 
data opening .As a supervision and administration department of Chinese 
government ,customs is the official statistics department of international trade ,and 
has accumulated a large number of data related to foreign trade and its own 
administration. 
The society always has a huge demand for customs data because of its 
authenticity and high value .Under the new situation ,it brings the problems about 
how to further the data opening ,how to balance data opening and security ,how to 
protect secret and private and so on .These problems involve not only data and 
technology ,but also policy and management.  
This research bases on the practice of customs data opening ,  and learns from 
foreign relevant analysis theory and tools about data opening .Through sorting and 
summarizing the practice of China's customs data opening, analyzing the challenges 
and risks faced by customs data opening , the research puts forward some strategies 
for further opening the customs data ,based on the specific characteristics of the 
customs data in open field and Chinese conditions .The main strategies are aimed at 
the problems and challenges, and includes some suggestion from the level of 
idea ,technology ,management and policy. Domestic research on government data 
opening focuses on descriptive analyses and viewpoint introduction , this study 
hopes to make up for gaps in specific areas on data opening and provide a case in 
practical experience.  
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